SUNDAY 4/22 (CONTINUED)

12:00PM SHORT DOCUMENTARIES: PROMISES & MEMORIES (RESCREENING)
Mermaids of New York Navarro’s Promise
Milo (my son) Situation Normal: A Film about Snafu
My Big Red Bus

1:30PM SHORT FILMS: LOST & FOUND (RESCREENING)
Vanish The Kook
Come Follow Me Last Seen on Dolores Street
Mute Domestic
“Already Gone” by the Living Arches

2:00PM COMEDIC SHORTS (RESCREENING)
Tarantula Moonrocket Night Hawks
The Trap Beef barley Brothers
Camel Town Cliffstarker
Blueberry Pale Ale Over the Line
5:00PM FEATURE FILM: HUSH HUSH, directed by Byron Gatt
A story of a conservative newlywed couple whose failed attempts at intimacy lead them down separate paths of sexual self-discovery is told entirely without dialogue.

THEATER 3

10:30AM WORKSHOP: Social Media, Publicity & Branding – Anthony Francis & Amber Osborne
12:00PM SHORT FILMS: Action & Horror (RESCREENING)
Devils Canyon White Lie
Just Say No Land of Nod
Busted Walk Muttsegger

2:00PM FEATURE DOCUMENTARY: ROAD MAP TO APARTHEID, directed by Ana Nogueira and Ernon Davidson
There are many lessons to draw from the South African experience relevant to conflicts all over the world. This film about apartheid, and a film about why many Palestinians feel they are living in an apartheid system today.

4:00PM SPECIAL SCREENING, SHORT FILMS UT FILM DEPARTMENT PRESENTS WAITING & ALICE
Waiting, produced by Klein Wong Alice, directed by Alex Benjamin

5:30PM CLOSING NIGHT FEATURE – MARVIN’S SONG, directed by Stephen Murphy
An existential love story of lies and grief set against a Lancashire landscape.

TICKETS AND PRICING
VIP PASS 2012 SUNSCREEN FILM FESTIVAL $150
Access to all Films, All Parties, All Workshops, All Events from April 19-22, 2012.

JOHN JACKSON ACTING WORKSHOP $59.99
John Jackson casting director for the Oscar & Golden Globe nominated films The Descendants and Sideways will be teaching an acting workshop on Saturday April 21st during the festival. Ticket also includes all films on Saturday April 21st and the Awards Ceremony and After Party on the 21st.

DAY PASSES EACH INDIVIDUAL DAYS $35
Includes workshops, films, parties.
EXCEPT John Jackson acting workshop

INDIVIDUAL BLOCK / FEATURE TICKETS $8.00
Not eligible for certain screenings & workshops

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY:

7th Annual SUNSCREEN FILM FESTIVAL ST. PETERSBURG - CLEARWATER, FLORIDA

8:30PM: FRIDAY NIGHT SUNSCREEN FILM FEST BASH at PUSH Ultra Lounge Enjoy spectacular views of downtown St. Petersburg from the 3rd floor terrace of tampa bay’s #1 night club at our Friday Night after-part. GCSI’s Lauran Iion will be performing a set from her upcoming album, and you will have the opportunity to mix and mingle with your fellow filmmakers, actors, screenwriters, industry professionals and VIP’s. PUSH is located at 128 3rd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33701

FRIDAY NIGHT

8:30PM: SUNSCREEN AWARDS CEREMONY at Baywalk Muvico Our annual awards ceremony will honor this year’s Best Film, Best Documentary, Best Short Film and more so we acknowledge our filmmakers and their films.

9:00PM: AWARDS CELEBRATION AND KARAOKE PARTY at the Morean Arts Center Back in the glow of victory (or down your sorrows in your own Karaoke version of ‘We’re the Champions’) at the spectacular Morean Arts Center, located at 719 Central Avenue in Downtown St. Petersburg. Your evening will include photo ops and informal modeling styled by Dawn Shannon of Infatuation Salon and Spa of Clearwater. Refreshments will be served. Cash bar.

SATURDAY NIGHT

8:30PM: SUNSCREEN AWARDS CEREMONY at Baywalk Muvico Our annual awards ceremony will honor this year’s Best Film, Best Documentary, Best Short Film and more so we acknowledge our filmmakers and their films.

9:00PM: AWARDS CELEBRATION AND KARAOKE PARTY at the Morean Arts Center Back in the glow of victory (or down your sorrows in your own Karaoke version of ‘We’re the Champions’) at the spectacular Morean Arts Center, located at 719 Central Avenue in Downtown St. Petersburg. Your evening will include photo ops and informal modeling styled by Dawn Shannon of Infatuation Salon and Spa of Clearwater. Refreshments will be served. Cash bar.

7AM: FLORIDA PREMIERE OF “SEARCHING FOR SONNY” directed by Andrew Disney After receiving a mysterious postcard, directionless pizza delivery guy Elliot Knight (Jason Dohring) decides to attend his high school reunion in Texas and make amends with Sonny Bosco (Masi Oka), an old friend he once wronged. Once there, Elliot mingles with his fraternal twin brother, ne’er-do-well Calvin (Nick Kocher), their timorous former pal Gary Noble (Brian McElhaney), and the gorgeous Eden Mercer (Minka Kelly), the love of just about everyone’s life. When the guys discover that Sonny is missing under mysterious circumstances, their investigation turns meta when they realize that everything happening seems eerily similar to a play they performed in high school – a play Sonny wrote.

9PM: OPENING NIGHT PARTY at NOVA 535 NOVA 535 is a gorgeous, unique, meticulously curated award winning event venue built eco-friendly with locals and pride and with a sizzle for our wonderful city St. Petersburg. Join fellow Sunscreen VIPs for a cool vibe party with catering by Catch 23 and music provided by the Fort Harrison Band, who will keep the dance floor warmed up for the more adventurous. NOVA is located at 535 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Street North (3rd Street N) in St. Petersburg.

FESTIVAL GUIDE

www.sunscreenfilmfestival.com

2012 EVENTS AND PARTIES

Attend all events and screenings with a VIP Pass. Or all events and screenings on a particular day with a Day Pass.

THURSDAY NIGHT

6PM: RED CARPET WALK at Baywalk Muvico The ultimate way to kick off a film festival, red carpet walk, Hollywood glamour, paparazz, autograph hounds and photo ops. Sunscreen VIPs get to join our celebrity guests for a grand entrance into Baywalk Muvico. Red carpet guests include actors Michael D. Roberts (Rainman, Seinfeld), Lauren Iion (GCSI), Jason Dohring (Veronica Mars) and Searching for Sonny Director Andrew Disney.
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THURSDAY 4/19/2012
9:30AM FILMMAKER CHECK IN, box office opens
THEATER 2
12:30PM FEATURE DOCUMENTARY: SPECIAL SCREENING – RUNNING WITH DEMONS, directed by J. Declan Flynn
Faced with insurmountable odds, Todd Crandell takes us on a journey, from alcohol and drug addiction to running endurance races such as the Ironman and Ultraman, all to prove worthiness to himself, but also to fight for those still struggling with addiction.

4:00PM SAG REGIONAL CONFERENCE – Invite Only

FRIDAY 4/20/2012
THEATER 2
12:30PM SCREEN WRITERS WORKSHOP: The First 10 Pages, featuring screenwriters Eric Bean & Terri Emerson
In this class we go over what Industry Professionals look for in the first 10 pages of your screenplay using examples from some of the biggest films of our generation.

3:00PM DOCUMENTARY SPECIAL SCREENING – THERE’S STILL HOPE FOR DREAMS… A PHALMANY STORY, directed by Mark Dissette & Jay Wyss
A feature length documentary following a theatrical group comprised entirely of individuals with disabilities such as Parkinson’s, Cerebral palsy, blindness, and amputations. Their story not to be missed.

10:00AM OPENING NIGHT FILM SEARCHING FOR SONNY, directed by Andrew Disney
A nineteen-year-old sophomore at a Texas junior college, tries to escape his Bible Belt upbringing for life in the Pacific Northwest at the most godless campus in America.

11:30AM INTERNATIONAL SHORT BLOCK
Auf Widersehen Papa, directed by Sandra Nedeleff
An immigrant father decides to take his truant son back to the old country in this sequel to the internationally acclaimed film “East is East.”

3:00PM COMEDIC SHORTS
Wildside, directed by Lisa Melodia
A workshop on the craft of creating realistic characters. Learn how to quickly develop a character for an audition, deliver it with confidence and open fire – before turning the gun on himself. This documentary uses his footage to tell his story in evidence and interviews to paint a clear picture of the obsession that drove Marzano to the edge.

THEATER 1
These days, audiences watch movies and shows everywhere from Smart TVs to tablets. So how does your work stand out in an oversaturated digital world plus all the lekka/creative content services can be challenging.

1:00PM SHORT FILMS: LOVE, LIFE, REDEMPTION (RESCREENING)
Confidante  Relative Eternity

THEATER 18
6:30PM SPECIAL SCREENING – SUNDAY NIGHT, directed by John Rusnak
Joseph Martin, an escaped psychopath, puts his murderous skills to good use when he finds himself part of an elaborate snuff film scheme. When local women begin to disappear, a pair of detectives try to link Joseph with the missing girls.

7:00PM OPENING NIGHT FILM: SEASON NORMAL: A FILM ABOUT SNAFU, directed by Kenneth Lowrie
The story of an ex motorcycle racer who risks everything to save the life of the woman he loves. Screening Robert’s short film, “The Godmother” & “The Dog Father” and opened fire – before turning the gun on himself.

SUNDAY 4/22/2012
THEATER 4
10:30AM SPECIAL EVENT – DALI STUDENT FILMS
2:30PM SUNSCREEN SUMMER CAMP FILMS 2011: “THE GODMOTHER” & “THE DOG FATHER”
The show centers around Scott Butler, a quirky young pasty poster with big ideas. He realizes that he needs his kids as much as they need him.

11:00AM SPECIAL EVENTS (THEATER 16)
11:30AM WORKSHOP: HOW TO GET A HOLLYWOOD TALENT AGENT, featuring Michael Greenwald
Renowned agent Michael Greenwald is the Vice President of Talent at Buchwald and has worked with Ben Affleck, Adrien Brody, Sarah Michelle Gellar and Scarlett Johansson.

7:30PM SPECIAL SCREENING – CROSS THROATS – TV PILOT
The show centers around Scott Butler, a quirky young pasty poster with big ideas. He realizes that he needs his kids as much as they need him.

9:00PM – 12:00AM CLOSING NIGHT PARTY AT MORE ARTS CENTER, 719 Central Avenue, St. Petersburg